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Because there’s more to adjusting a claim.™
Advantages and Capabilities

More than 25 years.

Experience

Precise may have formally started only in 2002 but preparing for it took more than 25 years of actual claims
adjusting and management experience. Decades of actual field work. Insights that can only come from
thousands of claimant interactions. Challenges met through major catastrophe claim situations. When you have
that length and breadth of experience, no claim is too complicated or too difficult. In fact, they’re all welcome at
Precise because they enrich the experience.

Multiple lines, multiple carriers.

Knowledge

Property and casualty. Residential and commercial hazard. Condos and mobile homes. Automobile. Auto GAP.
Primary and excess flood. Standalone wind. Hurricane. Earthquake. Inland marine. Voluntary homeowners.
Lender placed insurance. We may engage in multiple lines and represent multiple carriers, but at Precise we
only pursue one goal - to apply knowledge well and adjust a claim the right way.

Web reporting and access, real time updates.

Technology

Because a loss is a disruptive life experience, Precise utilizes all available technology to simplify and expedite
claim reporting. We accept claims by mail, phone, fax, and email, or through iClient® - the online portal for
clients of our parent company, WNC Insurance Services. Through the latest estimating software and online
reporting tools, real time claim updates including settlement status are available through precise-claims.com
for our underwriters, carriers and financial institution clients.

SLAs, process and procedures.

Service

We know that performance can only be measured if you have set standards
and targets. In addition to our own standard procedures and performance
measurements, Precise works with each client to establish service levels
that meet a client’s expectations. For in the end, the true measurement of
our performance is a reflection of how our client feels.

Uncompromising.
Nothing else matters - not the years of experience nor the amount of knowledge, not
shiny new technology nor even stellar service - unless it is imbued with integrity
beyond scrutiny. At Precise, we can say without a doubt and pledge without
reservation - that when it comes to our integrity, we never compromise.

Integrity

Quick, complete, precise.

Damage
Appraisals &
Re-inspections

Third Party
Administration &
Mediation
Representation

At Precise, damage appraisals are quick because we have the tools and experience. Complete because we
have the knowledge. Precise because it’s our promise and our name. Whether you need short-form damage
appraisals, re-inspections, or full loss adjustment services that would include underwriting notes, subrogation,
origin or cause investigation, and other additional benefits, you can count on us to deliver the kind of service
you need - quickly, completely, and precisely.

Full claims management, mediation representation, underwriting support,
management reports, and more.
If you want end-to-end claims management as your TPA including expert mediation representation, Precise is
ready. We have the experience to satisfy your requirements, knowledge to serve your needs, technology to
expedite your claims, service to meet your standards, and expertise to help you resolve claim challenges. But
most of all, our integrity mirrors your own. Give us the task of managing your claims and we’ll give you the
results you’ve always wanted. Call us today.
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